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2021 Candidate Pre-Interview Questionnaire 

Please type your response to questions in the field provided. Please limit answers to 300 words or 
less. 

1.Briefly describe your qualifications for this office and why you have chosen to run. In
addition, please identify up to 5 organizations or individuals who are actively
supporting your candidacy and why you believe their support is important.
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2. Please identify the three greatest issues or problems facing the City of Atlanta and
specifically how you would work to solve them.

3.Describe your leadership style and an example of a strategy you have used to motivate
others and deliver results. [For Mayoral Only] As Mayor, what will your process be in
vetting and selecting your staff and Cabinet leadership?
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4. Trust in the City’s service delivery and responsiveness is waning.  What improvements would you
make to these core service functions to restore public trust and improve quality of life for citizens
and businesses in Atlanta?

5. What are your views on the Buckhead cityhood movement?  What actions will you take
related to this issue?
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6. What is your philosophy on taxation in the City of Atlanta? What future funding streams
do you believe are needed to pay for the things we need to grow?  How should these opportunities
be evaluated?

7. If elected, describe your role in ensuring ethical and transparent management of City resources
by City employees.
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8. Describe your philosophy as to the City of Atlanta’s role in implementing public safety
reform. Which strategies should be prioritized, and if elected, how will you work to advance
them?  What partnerships are necessary to achieving success?

9. What role should diversion and policing alternatives play in the City’s broader public
safety strategy? How are these programs evaluated and funded?
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10. What role should the City of Atlanta play in economic development? What is your
perspective on urban redevelopment tools as the City competes for jobs, talent, and its share
of economic growth?

11. What role should the City of Atlanta play in addressing economic mobility and the
racial wealth gap? Which tools and strategies would your office advance, if elected?
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12. As we emerge from the pandemic, what are the major challenges facing the City for
economic recovery? How will your candidacy address them?

13. What strategies would you implement to improve the City’s supply of affordable housing? What
are the barriers to succeeding on this front and how will you work to overcome them?
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14. What strategies would you implement to protect residents from being displaced from
their communities, as housing prices continue to rise and eviction moratoriums expire?

15. What improvements, if any, need to be made to transparency and oversight on the More
MARTA program?  How should candidates for city appointments to the MARTA board be vetted
and approved?
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16. Describe your philosophy on the City’s current infrastructure backlog. If elected, what
strategies will you pursue to ensure forward progress is made? How would you expedite
project delivery in the City?

17. How important is sustainability to Atlanta’s continued growth and vitality?  What
sustainability initiatives have been most successful in Atlanta to-date and how build you upon
them?


	Candidate information
	Secondary contact information: (If you prefer that CBA direct scheduling inquiries to someone other than the candidate, check here __.)
	Untitled
	Untitled
	Untitled
	Untitled
	Blank Page

	Text1: I have spent years serving in leadership roles across numerous organizations. These organizations are of varied types, including professional, religious, political, and other community engagements. Much of my involvement has been centered on bringing people from different backgrounds together, and serving in leadership roles throughout these organizations has given me a great deal of insight and experience into various facets of our city and the challenges we face. Indeed, it has been this extensive experience that drove my decision to assemble campaign advisory committees filled with folks who I've worked with through these various organizations. My committees are: Public Safety, COVID-19 Economic Recovery, Housing Equity, Transportation, and Diversity. The impressive community and business leaders serving on these committees are my greatest endorsements. They include representation from numerous backgrounds and walks of life, and their insight has been incredible as we study and craft solutions for the issues challenging Atlanta. More information can be found here:https://www.brandoncorygoldberg.com/advisorycommittees Here is just a sampling of some of my community engagement: American Jewish CommitteeMember, Atlanta Executive BoardFormer Co-Chair, ACCESS (Young Professionals Division) Democratic Party of GeorgiaChair, Mid-Fulton DemocratsState Committee MemberDelegate, 2018 Democratic Party State ConventionMember, Young Democrats of Atlanta (YDATL) Red Clay DemocratsBoard MemberFormer Co-Chair of Programming Stonewall Bar AssociationPast President Atlanta Black-Jewish CoalitionFormer Steering Committee MemberAlumni of the Project Understanding Leadership Retreat State Bar of GeorgiaMember, Special Committee on Professional Liability Insurance Cornell Alumni Association of AtlantaPast President
	Text4: I spent many years as a government employee. I understand how hard it can be to serve the public, particularly when you aren't given the resources and staffing necessary to do so. We need to increase the amount of personnel responding to citizen and business issues while also streamlining self-help options. All too often, people in the community are sent to self-help options that are too confusing to navigate. For example, businesses renewing licenses should have no difficulty in filing their paperwork. We should triage these processes to lessen the burden on our personnel. We should also increase education and the sharing of information city-wide so people know what services are available, how to get to those services, and who specifically to contact if they have a problem. Simply identifying recourses to people will help to show that the city is trying to make the process as easy as possible and to provide practical and effective customer service. The truth of the matter is, the average Atlantan has no idea that 311 even exists as an option for them, let alone in what situations they should call it. That number should be plastered everywhere, and the staffing at 311 should be extensive.
	Text5: Buckhead cityhood would be disastrous for all involved. It is common knowledge that Buckhead is responsible for an oversized percentage of the financial base for the city. If Buckhead were to break away, then that financial loss would significantly decrease the resources for the remainder of Atlanta. This in turn would lead to weakened public and human services in Atlanta, along with a general economic downturn. Crime would inevitably increase even further, and the crime would flow to where the money tends to be, which is Buckhead. This does not mean that Buckhead does not have legitimate concerns when it comes to public safety. The recent rise in brazen and dangerous criminal activity in Buckhead is indeed troubling and needs to be dealt with immediately. At the same time, it is important to remember that the rise in crime is city-wide. In some parts of the city, these types of violent crimes have been going on for a while. Our city should not be focusing on addressing crime solely because the crime is now impacting Buckhead; Atlanta should have been addressing crime long ago. However, we are where we are now, and public safety needs to be guaranteed to all Atlantans in an effective, yet equitable, way.
	Text6: Our taxation in Atlanta for the near future needs to be managed in light of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. Essentially, the city should not be looking to increase taxes and add to the current financial burden of our citizens and small business. Many Atlantans lost their jobs or have been furloughed for months on end. Small businesses have been struggling to survive. While the pandemic itself is (hopefully) coming to an end, the economic impact will be felt for years to come. As a result, millage rates should not be increased in the near term, and our city should be extremely careful in looking for other instances of taxation. I would be quicker to support the right of Atlantans to decide through the ballot whether certain initiatives should result in a higher tax. However, even then, we need to ensure we do not add to the economic difficulties of the last year and a half. Atlanta should look to external sources for money. Public and private grants can provide a much-needed influx of money without burdening our population. However, as the loss of Atlanta's WorkSource Development grant reminds us, Atlanta is great at mismanaging and losing grant money. We need to shore up Atlanta's reputation in that regard through better auditing and control of how grants are handled, and we need to seek out and secure as many opportunities as possible.
	Text7: The use of auditing and an Inspector General needs to be vastly expanded. Mismanagement of funds and programming, such as with the aforementioned WorkSource grant and HOPWA, are unfortunately perfect examples of Atlanta falling short in areas where we should be excelling. This kind of mismanagement is totally unacceptable, and only through closer auditing and review can City Council and the Mayor work together to ensure effective governance. Council should regularly call before its committees the city officials overseeing efforts that are falling short. Explanations should be provided by those officials, and corrective action should be presented as well. The Inspector General's office should provide day-to-day oversight, ensuring ethical and legal management of our funds. Auditing should also be regularly carried out just as a means of good governance. As the last year has shown us, while we should empower our police to provide public safety in an effective, yet equitable, way, we should also audit the force to ensure they are receiving the proper training and guidance in order to do so and that their conduct is matching our expectations. Auditing the department will help inform where the city is falling short. But government agency auditing should not be limited to the police force. All of this being said, it is also important for Council to show appreciation and support for our government officials. I was a public servant for many years. Routine auditing and review should be done in a constructive way and not in lieu of standing by the vast majority of government employees just looking to do their part in serving the public.
	Text8: Atlanta should recruit police from all corners of our city. Our police should live locally to their patrols, so that there's built in trust with their neighbors and small business owners. We need to make sure police are well trained and well compensated. That way, we will retain our officers and provide them with the education they need to do their job effectively and equitably. Police alternatives are also critical. I fully support expanding PAD's resources to ensure they are not only available city-wide, but that PAD actually has the ability to respond city-wide. We need to reserve our police for instances of true public safety issues. PAD and the police should coordinate to ensure all of our responses provide safety for the responders. Additionally, we should not be sending our police to respond to issues like zoning violations. The zoning authority should be handling those issues. The presence of police escalates situations; their very uniform creates heightened tension. And so, we should focus on enforcing our laws and providing a safe city for our residents while recognizing that different issues call for different responses. A recently passed state law limits the ability of Atlanta to redirect funds from the police department to other possible responses. However, those alternatives can be operated bureaucratically from within APD. For example, we can expand the presence of social workers in the field by having those social workers operate as part of APD. While this will make expanding PAD difficult as PAD is external to APD, this new law is a hurdle rather than a wall. We should work with public and private external partners to help fund police alternatives too. This is currently done with PAD, and it should be expanded to help provide the financing necessary.
	Text9: This answer is the same as my answer to #8. I fully support expanding PAD's resources to ensure they are not only available city-wide, but that PAD actually has the ability to respond city-wide. We need to reserve our police for instances of true public safety issues. PAD and the police should coordinate to ensure all of our responses provide safety for the responders. Additionally, we should not be sending our police to respond to issues like zoning violations. The zoning authority should be handling those issues. The presence of police escalates situations; their very uniform creates heightened tension. And so, we should focus on enforcing our laws and providing a safe city for our residents while recognizing that different issues call for different responses. A recently passed state law limits the ability of Atlanta to redirect funds from the police department to other possible responses. However, those alternatives can be operated bureaucratically from within APD. For example, we can expand the presence of social workers in the field by having those social workers operate as part of APD. While this will make expanding PAD difficult as PAD is external to APD, this new law is a hurdle rather than a wall. We should work with public and private external partners to help fund police alternatives too. This is currently done with PAD, and it should be expanded to help provide the financing necessary.
	Text10: The city needs to play an active role in economic development for three main (but not exclusive) reasons: 1. To ensure that our minority communities and women are properly represented in the expanding workforce. 2. To address issues of housing equity created by economic development. 3. To address issues of transportation created by economic development. The city cannot allow development to create negative repercussions and then try to solve the problem after the fact. That is what has gotten us into our current challenges. The city should work with developers to address these matters upfront and ensure that while developers have the opportunity to conduct their business, they do so with corporate responsibility in mind and in action. Equal employment plans should be made available to Atlanta. Affordable housing needs to be a part of every development plan, as does a focus on easing local transportation stresses created by both the construction process itself and the presence of the final building. Atlanta is going to continue to see job growth and business expansion; that is going to require a larger economic infrastructure. But we can no longer hope that things work themselves out. Permitting, land deals, tax deals, and other city-developer interactions should ensure these matters of corporate responsibility are addressed.
	Text11: We should address economic mobility both from the jobs side and the education side. Ensuring economic opportunities at existing small, medium, and large businesses for our citizens is paramount, but so is giving our residents the ability to start their own businesses. We should empower aspiring and new business owners with the tools, mentorship, and financial support they need to get their businesses off the ground and be successful. While much of these resources may come from more established businesses, the city should play a role in connecting existing business leaders and successful entrepreneurs with aspiring ones. We should also work with our local colleges and universities to support economic laboratories, empowering students to explore economics and business opportunities. We should connect schools with entrepreneurs and businesses to establish those connections. These opportunities should also be widely available in our public schools. I have had the pleasure of knowing our current school board chair Jason Esteves for nearly fifteen years, going back to our days as classmates at Emory Law. I will work with him and our entire board to build these opportunities and programs for our students. My office will play a central role in building these connections and facilitating opportunities for aspiring small business owners to get the support they need. We will also ensure that minority communities are given the support they need by working with external partners like the Georgia Hispanic Chamber of Commerce and by connecting minority owned business with minority aspiring entrepreneurs. These connections will help show the path to success and address ways to overcome the additional difficulties that are a terrible reality of being a minority entrepreneur.
	Text13: Of my campaign's five advisory committees, one is the COVID-19 Economic Recovery Committee. With representation from various business industries as well as from healthcare professionals, we are tracking the emergence (hopefully) from the pandemic and the ongoing economic crisis. One area of concern is that with the end of COVID-related government assistance, those who have been relying on this help may face a sudden economic wall. We need to work with large and small businesses alike to connect job seekers with businesses looking to hire. We need to also focus on the large companies opening offices in Atlanta to ensure that they're connecting with our residents and that their opportunities are being advertised throughout our community. Atlanta should also work to pair large businesses and small businesses to see what private-private grants and assistance may be available so that all of our businesses can survive and thrive. There's also an issue in Atlanta with advertising city services. This is a problem all of my committees have identified. Human services aren't effective if people don't know they are available. (This is also a problem when it comes to housing services, PAD and 311, and other city services.) We must do a better job of educating our residents about what aid is already available to them. Atlanta cannot rest on its accomplishments in providing services that no one knows about.
	Text14: My campaign's Housing Equity Committee has been working hard on this problem. I support much of the city's Planning Report released in March. Rezoning single family homes, particular ones near transit options, can help alleviate this issue. We can maintain the feel of a neighborhood while still allowing for more carriage houses, basement units, and similar options. Additionally, the city should explore opportunities to build microhomes on currently unused city property. These homes will provide those currently homeless with a safe place to live and alleviate other issues in our city related to homelessness. Additionally, studies have shown that once a homeless person is given a home, they can devote more of their mental energy to finding and holding a job to then pay their expenses. The biggest obstacle to all of our housing issues will be to recognize that different neighborhoods will require different solutions. What works in one area may work in another, but it may not. On-street parking is one example. While more on-street parking may be disastrous in Midtown, in areas such as Downtown or Virginia Highlands, more on-street parking might go unnoticed. At the same time, we need to address the unnecessary oversupply of off-street parking. Even before COVID, a large amount of off-street parking Downtown went unused. This is critical space that is being wasted. We need to develop a plan that is both comprehensive and nuanced, addressing each part of our city appropriately.
	Text15: This answer is similar to my answer to the previous question. Rising rents and property taxes are a major problem in Atlanta, as are evictions that are happening as a result of redevelopment. City Council needs to act aggressively but realistically. One option my Committee is exploring is linking maximums on property tax increases to the length of time a resident has resided in their home. We are also exploring options regarding rent control, while also recognizing that a large proportion of rental properties in Atlanta are owned by mom and pop businesses, not large rental companies. We also need to recognize that no matter what Council does, some people will still be put into a position where they have to move. We should have a plan for that to ensure people can find new homes in their neighborhood which are affordable. For example, the city may have limited options to prevent an apartment owner from selling the building to a developer. However, the city must ensure that any new development provides an appropriate percentage of affordable housing and also helps in addressing any resulting transportation issues. Rezoning single family homes, particular ones near transit options, can help alleviate this issue. We can maintain the feel of a neighborhood while still allowing for more carriage houses, basement units, and similar options.
	Text16: I commuted on MARTA for six years until the start of the pandemic. I strongly favor expanding MARTA and making it user friendly and safe for all passengers. As with all aspects of city government, I favor regular auditing and oversight to ensure projects are completed in a timely and proper manner. More MARTA is simply a more extensive example of such a project, requiring even more extensive oversight. Of course, the pandemic inevitably delayed aspects of the project. However, delays are a recurring problem with projects in Atlanta and with MARTA. Once revised timeframes for More MARTA are finalized, Council should receive regular update reports. If aspects of the project fall behind, officials should appear before Council to explain why there has been a delay and what is being done to get back on track. The city's oversight on More MARTA and MARTA generally should be directed toward ensuring excellence in leadership. Candidates for city appointment to the MARTA board should face a full confirmation process from Council. They should have their previous accomplishments reviewed and be subject to rigorous questioning from members of Council. This does not mean an adversarial process. Council should use these hearings as an opportunity to explore the competence and skillset of nominees and ensure that the confirmation process results in Council approving only the best for the job.
	Text17: My answer to this question is the same as my answer to the last question. I favor regular auditing and oversight to ensure projects are completed in a timely and proper manner. Of course, the pandemic inevitably delayed aspects of our projects. However, delays are a recurring problem with projects in Atlanta. Once revised timeframes for city projects are finalized, Council should receive regular update reports. If aspects of a particular project fall behind, officials should appear before Council to explain why there has been a delay and what is being done to get back on track. Candidates for city appointment, especially those overseeing critical infrastructure projects, should face a full confirmation process from Council. They should have their previous accomplishments reviewed and be subject to rigorous questioning from members of Council. This does not mean an adversarial process. Council should use these hearings as an opportunity to explore the competence and skillset of nominees and ensure that the confirmation process results in Council approving only the best for the job.  
	Text18: Sustainability in Atlanta is going to rise or fall on how we address transportation. Compared to issues such as public safety and housing equity, transportation may not be the most important issue currently facing the city, but when it comes to sustainability, solving those other issues won't matter as much if people cannot actually navigate the city in an effective way. Having a home you can afford and be proud of isn't sustainable if you can't get to work. Having major businesses relocate to Atlanta isn't sustainable if they can't move their staff and products around the city effectively. Atlanta won't be a desirable place to live if you need to spend hours in traffic to get around, with only minimal transit options and unsafe roads for biking. More MARTA is one component of addressing this problem, but we also need to focus on building roads that can be shared with bikes and scooters, and we also need to focus on expanding access routes such as the Beltline. Other cities are decades ahead of Atlanta in this regard, and we need to make easy transit an assumption for those getting around, not a struggle to be planned and concerned about. If we fail in this regard, then Atlanta will not be an economic destination or a place for people to move to. We are a city on the rise, and we need to make sure we build an infrastructure to support our future.
	Text2: The three greatest issues facing Atlanta are our community divide, public safety, and housing equity. What prevents us from solving our issues is the divide in our community. We need not look any further than the 2017 mayoral runoff to see the stark divide in Atlanta. We need to bring people together from different backgrounds and points of view to identify solutions that will have buy-in from all sides. That's how we find effective, sustainable solutions. My campaign's advisory committees are designed to do just this, and my experience in our community is in bringing different perspectives together to find solutions. A perfect example of my approach to solving problems is my Public Safety Committee. My Committee consists of both community leaders and a former police officer to ensure all perspectives are a part of the conversation. Our police should live locally to their patrols, so that there's built in trust with their neighbors and small business owners. We need to make sure police are well trained and well compensated. That way, we will retain our officers and provide them with the education they need to do their job effectively and equitably. We also need to further expand police alternative options, such as with PAD and with having the zoning authority respond to zoning issues instead of the police. Housing equity is also a major issue in Atlanta. We need to make sure long-term residents are not priced out of their homes. We also need to ensure that effective development has an opportunity to continue. We should look to rezone single family homes in certain parts of the city and near transit stations. Allowing multi-family properties can both alleviate some of the housing price issues while still maintain the feel of each of our neighborhoods.
	Text 3: Through my numerous community leadership roles, I have developed a leadership strategy that has been very effective. I have also observed other trusted leaders and learned from them as well. When an issue comes up for discussion, I always listen first, speaking only toward the end. I do this for two reasons. First, when a leader shares their opinion, that will instinctively impact the views of the other people in the conversation. I need to hear unbiased thoughts. Second, on the rare occasions when I do feel the need to make a point early in a conversation, speaking early will carry even more weight. Once the discussion is concluded, I make the call with confidence. I work with all involved to carry out the decision, and I make sure those who disagreed with the outcome feel valued and remain engaged. While serving on Council, I will of course not be in a singular leadership role. For my own office, I will utilize the approach identified above. As a part of Council, through listening, respectful discussion, and collaboration, I will work with my colleagues to find creative solutions to any issue we face and to craft legislation and plans to move our city forward.


